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Leaked videos of staff from effect in the State Legislative schools and hostels in the State. 19 cases from some residential hostels from Wednesday in the institutions, residential schools, and others. From TRS member K.Venkatesh Minister K.T. Rama Rao in the probe agencies in Left ruled Kerala, and MLC K Kavitha is out to
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The government Tuesday raised the deposit threshold limit to Rs 5 lakh for the second dose from Rs 2 lakh to Rs 5 lakh.

Vaccine for all above 45 years from April 1: Govt

KTR pacificated Etala at Pragati Bhavan

The minister said now Aerospace

The government Tuesday asked that Chief Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao and Health Minister Tabarir to rank at Patna-Bhavan-Ganj public
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Govt went all out to misuse central probe agencies: Yeohury
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Congress poll results serve as a wake-up call for the TRS

W

ith the TRS having won the elections in the southern states of Maharashtra and Goa, the government would no longer be able to pursue policies that would harm the interests of the voters. In particular, the TRS government had taken several steps to ensure the safety and security of the Telangana people, including the implementation of a well-prepared action plan. The government had also taken steps to improve the lives of the voters, including the provision of essential services and the provision of funds to support refugees. The government had also taken steps to improve the infrastructure in the state, including the development of roads and bridges. The government had also taken steps to ensure the safety and security of the voters, including the provision of police and security forces. The government had also taken steps to improve the health infrastructure in the state, including the provision of medical facilities and the provision of funds to support medical research. The government had also taken steps to improve the education infrastructure in the state, including the provision of schools and universities and the provision of funds to support education research. The government had also taken steps to improve the economic infrastructure in the state, including the provision of industrial parks and the provision of funds to support industrial development. The government had also taken steps to improve the social infrastructure in the state, including the provision of social welfare programs and the provision of funds to support social development. The government had also taken steps to improve the cultural infrastructure in the state, including the provision of cultural facilities and the provision of funds to support cultural development. The government had also taken steps to improve the environmental infrastructure in the state, including the provision of environmental facilities and the provision of funds to support environmental development. The government had also taken steps to improve the technological infrastructure in the state, including the provision of technological facilities and the provision of funds to support technological development. The government had also taken steps to improve the legal infrastructure in the state, including the provision of legal facilities and the provision of funds to support legal development. The government had also taken steps to improve the political infrastructure in the state, including the provision of political facilities and the provision of funds to support political development. The government had also taken steps to improve the international infrastructure in the state, including the provision of international facilities and the provision of funds to support international development.

With all major works relating to the Kaleswaram and the government would only continue if the voters come to power for a third term. Thus, TRS would be on the lookout for another 3 tmc reservoir should the need arise. The government would soon submit for administrative purposes and announced by the government that the Kaleswaram Left Bank project will be implemented in the next 24 years.

The government has directed the Irrigation Department to submit a detailed report on the Kaleswaram project to the government in the next 24 hours. The report is expected to be submitted to the government in the next 24 hours. The report is expected to be submitted to the government in the next 24 hours. The report is expected to be submitted to the government in the next 24 hours.
Nigerian held for drug peddling, 153 gm of cocaine seized in Hyderabad

A 24-year-old Nigerian national was arrested on Tuesday by the Excise and Taxation department on the charge of peddling cocaine.

His name was Dickson Ekere, a Nigerian national. According to Excise and Taxation department sources, they had positioned a team at the Hotton Club to crackdown on drug trafficking in the city. Every Saturday, the Excise and Taxation department team goes around the city to check for drug peddlers.

On Tuesday, the Excise and Taxation team arrested a Nigerian national who was in possession of 153 grams of cocaine.

The man, who claimed to be a Nigerian national, was a repeat offender and was arrested earlier on similar charges.

On the matter, Superintendent of Police (SP) Chiranjeevi told The Hindu that the man was under the influence of drugs when he was arrested and that he had no inculcating factors.

In the recent incident, on Tuesday, the Excise and Taxation department team was patrolling in the area when they saw the Nigeria national, who was seen selling cocaine to a young boy for Rs 1,500.

The Excise and Taxation department team immediately seized the cocaine and arrested the Nigerian national for peddling.

MDMA, commonly known as ‘Molly’ or ‘Ecstasy’ and commonly used to be sold at Rs 1,500 per gram, was seized in the case. According to a senior Excise and Taxation officer, the drug was seized from him. The Excise and Taxation department team later shifted the accused to the Gandhi Hospital.

The Nigerian was earlier arrested in September last year on charges of drug trafficking and carrying 18 grams of cocaine from him then.

TS sanctions headmaster posts for primary schools

The Telangana State government has sanctioned additional posts for compulsory primary schools.

The state government sanctioned 252 assistant headmaster and headmaster posts in primary schools.

According to sources, the government decided to sanction the posts as some school managements have withdrawn the applications.

The government will appoint the teachers on these posts after the processes are completed.

Three killed as car rams truck in Nalgonda

Three persons were killed when their car crashed into a lorry in a road accident in Nalgonda on Tuesday. A total of eight persons were injured in the accident.

The accident occurred when the driver of the car was driving without due care and control. The car hit a lorry on the road.

Three of the passengers in the car died on the spot while two others were injured.

KCR pays rich tributes to martyrs on Shaheedi Diwas

Chief Minister K Chandrashekar Rao on Tuesday paid tributes to the martyrs of the Freedom Movement on the occasion of Martyrs’ Day.

In the morning, the CM visited the Martyrs’ Memorial situated at the Chowmohalla to pay tribute to the martyrs.

He recalled the sacrifices made by the freedom fighters to free the country.

He said, “Free India”， he said.

The CM later visited the Martyrs’ Memorial situated in Mehdipatnam and paid tributes to the Freedom Fighters.

The CM said, “The Telangana Regional Municipal Corporation (TRMC) is putting up the Rs 120 crore Greater Hyderabad Municipal body. Following the TRMC’s decision, the CM will take up the matter with the state government.”

Osmania University declares results of various UG courses

The Osmania University declared the results of various undergraduate courses on Tuesday.

Passing out parade of 35 RPF women SI cadets held on Tuesday

The passing out parade of 35 RPF women sub-inspector cadets was held on Tuesday.

A three-year-old, 23-year-old B Tech student dies end of February

An engineering final year student died allegedly by suicide, after jumping from a terrace of the Gruh Bhavan at PVR Mall in hyderabad.

The victim, identified as Chandrika, 23, who was studying engineering from a private college, was a native of Mahabubnagar in Nalgonda district. She was staying at the hostel in the university.

The police said Chandrika had committed suicide by jumping from the fourth floor terrace of the hostel due to the pressure from studies.

The victim’s brother, Manish, who was studying at a college in Nalgonda, said she was a good student.

An institute denied woman candidate to become ‘asis’

The Indian Intelligence Bureau (IB) has denied the request of a young woman candidate to become an ‘A’ division assistant sub-inspector (ASI) in the IB.

The candidate, who is an MBA graduate, was not granted the request by the IB.

The candidate had applied to become an A division assistant sub-inspector in the IB.
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Almiti dam height increase to ruin projects in TS. AP

Hyderabad

The case of Kolkata’s Lift Project has highlighted issues with planning, execution, and implementation challenges. The project was expected to provide greater accessibility to the city's residents, but the outcomes have been less than optimal. The project's challenges have raised questions about the overall effectiveness of urban planning initiatives in India.

The project's delays have resulted in significant costs to the city's taxpayers. The project's execution has been marred by corruption allegations, and the project's completion date has been extended multiple times. The project's sustainability has also been questioned, with concerns raised about the project's impact on the city's environment.

The project's failure has raised questions about the effectiveness of urban planning initiatives in India. It has also highlighted the need for better project management practices and stricter accountability measures to ensure that such projects are completed on time and within budget.
India emerged stronger fighting against all odds, asserts PM

The government has imposed nationwide lockdowns in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The lockdown has resulted in significant economic and social disruptions. The government has launched several initiatives to support the economy and provide relief to the affected population.

India’s total cases of Ravid Covid strains reach 795

The total number of cases of COVID-19 in India has reached 795, according to the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.

India, Pak should resolve issues through dialogue: Pak diplomats

India and Pakistan should make all efforts to enhance bilateral relations and resolve issues through dialogue, Pakistan’s envoy in India said.

Kerala CM clarifies on double voters in list

Kerala Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan has clarified that the list of voters in the state contains no double entries.

Duc on Covid Vac on Diwali pro

Election Commission has decided to allow Covid vaccinations to be held on Diwali in all Assembly constituencies.

COMPENSATION TO VICTIMS OF WRONGFUL PROSECUTION

SC notice to Centre on pleas seeking guidelines

The Supreme Court has issued notice to the Centre in a writ petition seeking guidelines for compensation to victims of wrongful prosecution.

ATs to seek Wasys custody

Maharashtra Anti-Terrorism Squad (ATS) on Thursday said it has filed a chargesheet against a police officer for allegedly making a fabricated case.

India’s tale of racial and economic inequality rising under Inequality rising under

The country’s wealth is going to just 1 per cent of the population.

No going back on CAA: Nadda

Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in a strong argument against the conspiracy of demonising the new citizenship law, in his address to the nation.

Time to frame CAA rules extended by Parliament

The government has extended the time limit for framing the rules under the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) until December 31, 2020.

Sex scandal rocks Karnataka Assembly

The veteran former chief minister of Karnataka has been convicted of raping a machtress and has been sentenced to life imprisonment.

Kerala’s top court said that the莫名其妙 revenge attacks on the victim were not due to any reasons beyond the scope of the law.

Court upholds order for 2-year jail to AAP MLA

A Delhi court Tuesday upheld an order sentencing an AAP MLA to two years in jail for an assault on a woman.

Will solve problem of illegal migrants, promises UP CM

The Uttar Pradesh government has a clear stand on illegal migration.

Inequality rising under NDA govt, says Congress

The Congress leader alleged that economic inequality is rising under the NDA government.

India’s story of racial and economic inequality rising under Inequality rising under

The country’s wealth is going to just 1 per cent of the population.

Inequality rising under NDA govt, says Congress

The Congress leader alleged that economic inequality is rising under the NDA government.

India’s total cases of Covid-19 strains reach 795

India’s total cases of Covid-19 strains reach 795.
The Daily Government’s decision to overhaul its excise policy is a win-win for all the stakeholders.

In a move that sent spirits in the Capital soaring, the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) Government has decided to bring about major changes in its antiquated excise policy. These include lowering the minimum age for consumption of liquor to 21 years (from 25 years), ending the retail alcohol business, overhauling a labyrinthine tax system to boost Delhi’s revenue, closing down the teen bars and improving the experience of the user experience. These reforms were a long time coming because, with Delhi being the national capital, any questions related to alcohol use and availability are bound to be a source of inspiration.

But given the legal drinking age in a majority of the States in India, lowering the age will not increase the number of underage drinkers. But that is precisely what this government is trying to do. The younger generation must be taught to drink responsibly.
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There could be a sense of complicity that people will vote for the BJP in the absence of an alternative. Yogi needs to shrug it off and ensure that infrastructure projects take shape soon.
**SL signs 3 yr $1.5bn swap deal with China**

**NEW DELHI**

India has signed a deal with China for a 3-year swap arrangement worth USD 1.5 billion to bolster bilateral trade and financial relations between the two countries. The deal was signed between India’s Minister of State for Finance Anurag Thakur and his Chinese counterpart. The swap arrangement is expected to help India in managing its foreign exchange reserves and financial stability. It will also provide a hedge against fluctuations in the currency exchange rate and ensure a smooth flow of funds between the two countries.

**Glenmark gets USFDA nod for general bp drug**

**NEW DELHI**

Glenmark Pharmaceuticals Ltd has received USFDA nod for its generic drug BP-Hydralazine, a blood pressure drug used in the treatment of hypertension. The drug is used to lower high blood pressure and is available in various strengths. Glenmark will be the first Indian company to launch this drug in the US market.

**BCD on solar cells, modules to cost Rs 900 cr to discoms**

**GUWAHATI**

The state government has fixed the solar reduction in the purchase cost of solar modules and cells at Rs 900 crore for the fiscal year 2022-23. The reduction is applicable to all solar projects, including those already under implementation. The solar module manufacturers have welcomed the move, saying it will help them to reduce their costs and make solar power more affordable.

**EUصلاحs AstraZeneca for production shortfalls**

**BRUSSELS**

AstraZeneca has been notified by the EU over its shortfalls in production of the COVID-19 vaccine. The EU has been following the vaccine production closely and has expressed concerns over the company’s ability to meet its production targets.

**MPCB has issued notice for closure at Tarapur plant: Bajaj**

**Mumbai**

The Maharashtra Pollution Control Board (MPCB) has issued a notice to Bajaj Auto for violating air quality norms at its Tarapur plant. The MPCB has cited the plant’s failure to install and operate the required pollution control equipment as the reason for issuing the notice.

**US: AstraZeneca may have used outdated vaccine**

**BENGALuru**

AstraZeneca may have used outdated vaccine doses in its trial. The company has been asked by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to provide information on the vaccine’s production and storage conditions. The FDA has expressed concerns over the vaccine’s quality and safety, and has asked AstraZeneca to provide detailed information on the vaccine’s production and storage conditions.

**Moratorium a commercial decision that banks should take: Kotak**

**NEW DELHI**

Vice-Chairman Uday Kotak of Kotak Mahindra Bank has said that banks should take a commercial decision on whether to extend moratoriums to borrowers. The banks have been asked by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to consider extending moratoriums for six months to help borrowers affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Gas price for ONGC to inch up to $1.82, fall below $4 for Reliance-BP**

**Mumbai**

The gas price for ONGC and Reliance-BP has been set at $1.82 per MMBTU and $4 per MMBTU respectively for the month of October. The price for ONGC has been increased to encourage the production of gas from deep-sea fields. The price for Reliance-BP has been reduced to encourage the production of gas from shallow fields.

**Cyclone Vayu: ‘Trees fall like dominoes’**

**GUWAHATI**

Cyclone Vayu wreaked havoc in some parts of the country, causing widespread damage. The storm, which hit the Gujarat coast on Wednesday, caused widespread destruction, with reports of trees uprooting and power lines falling. The state government has declared a state of emergency in affected areas.

**Veteran banker Uday Kotak on Tuesday welcomed the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) decision to not extend the moratorium for six months. He said that the banks should take a commercial decision on whether to extend moratoriums to borrowers, taking into account the financial condition of the borrowers and the overall economic situation.**

**Moderna vaccine: A serious problem, not a contract issue**

**BANGALORE**

The Moderna vaccine, which is one of the most attractive vaccine options for India, has met with some challenges. The vaccine has been approved by the Indian government, but some issues have arisen regarding its supply and distribution.

**Moderna’s vaccine: Supply issues, not contract**

**BANGALORE**

Moderna’s vaccine supply issues have been problematic, with some reports suggesting that the company has failed to meet its contractual obligations. The vaccine has been approved by the Indian government, but some issues have arisen regarding its supply and distribution.
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AstraZeneca may have used outdated vaccine doses in its trial. The company has been asked by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to provide information on the vaccine’s production and storage conditions. The FDA has expressed concerns over the vaccine’s quality and safety, and has asked AstraZeneca to provide detailed information on the vaccine’s production and storage conditions.
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**Veteran banker Uday Kotak on Tuesday welcomed the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) decision to not extend the moratorium for six months. He said that the banks should take a commercial decision on whether to extend moratoriums to borrowers, taking into account the financial condition of the borrowers and the overall economic situation.**
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Get Holli-ready

**Of Culture, Expression and Breaking the Status Quo**

Dr Deepika Verma shares tips that can help

Bid seasonal fever goodbye

With the change in season and increased outdoor activities, it is an accomplished fact that cold and coldness. Those who have a cough or a cold are at greater risk of getting from fever and flu-like symptoms. Living in the urban stress of COVID-19, many are scared if it is normal or if it is going to be more serious. The temperature increase in the city is also a worry for those who suffer from asthma and allergies.

This includes medicines like antihistamines (nasal sprays, decongestants), bronchodilators, corticosteroids, and in severe cases, even antibiotics. The symptoms are high fever, cough, cold, sore throat, headache, fatigue, and swollen lymph nodes. The main cause of this is the weakening of the immune system due to seasonal changes. People who suffer from chronic conditions such as asthma, diabetes, and heart disease are more likely to suffer from severe symptoms. It is important to take necessary precautions to prevent the spread of these infections and to ensure proper hygiene and sanitation practices.

**Prevention:**
- Wear a mask while outside.
- Wash hands frequently.
- Avoid close contact with sick people.
- Get vaccinated.
- Stay indoors if possible.
- Stay hydrated.

**Important Tips**
- Keep a clean environment.
- Use disinfectants to clean surfaces.
- Practice good hygiene.
- Avoid close contact with sick people.
- Wear a mask when outside.
- Get vaccinated.
- Stay indoors if possible.
- Stay hydrated.

Dr Deepika Verma shares tips that can help

**Cough, cold and fever are common health problems with seasonal changes.**

There is a subset of children who are more vulnerable and may suffer from severe symptoms. If you are unsure whether you or a loved one needs medical attention, please contact a healthcare professional.

In conclusion, it is important to stay informed about the latest developments and to follow the recommended guidelines to prevent the spread of seasonal infections.
RETX, the fashion exhibition for youth and millennials was organised at Park Hyatt by Kamini Saraf. With an aim to promote sustainable fashion, many light, easy to wear, low on budget sustainable clothing ideas were exhibited by fashion designers at the event including turbans and ‘WFH wear.’

Photos by Sj Chany
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ACROSS
1. Sparkling pinkish clothes
2. A reaction to wearing
3. Words to describe a pickle
4. A phrase—You never see
5. Fabric hair on the head
6. Down as the in
7. 4-letter word for a sense of surprise
8. A 4-letter word for a sense of surprise
9. The most
10. The place where you use to post
11. 4-letter word for a sense of surprise
12. A group of words which means wrong

DOWN
1. A friend
2. Two-headed
3. A 4-letter word for a sense of surprise
4. Collected under the nose
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 стиль & sustainability

TONY

BRUNDA

STYLE & SUSTAINABILITY

RULES

Each row and column can contain each number (1 to 9) exactly once.

The sum of all numbers in any row or column must equal 45.
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An actor’s rejection can be very difficult and it is always you. It is always you. It is you. Girl On The Train who was recently seen in Ananya’s debut in Telugu film, titled and directed by Trivikram Srinivas. The team hopes to finish work on the film by May. He also spilled the beans on the scenes in the Telugu remake of which stars Pawan Kalyan, who is busy with the shooting of upcoming film focused on a sports based Telugu and Hindi movie, written and directed by Puri Jagannadh of Temper and Kushi fame and jointly produced by Karan Johar, Nithiin and Keerthy Suresh in lead roles, is set to hit the theaters on this Friday. Speaking about the film, he says, “It’s a fun, family-oriented story. It tells the story of a boy, whose father, who had to suddenly marry against his will. It covers various emotions, talks about relationships and the brotherly bond. Audience will love the performances of the entire cast.” Kashmir hosts Ali for his next

P ular comedian Ali, who was the star of Welcome, which was the highest-grossing film of 2015, will be seen in yet another comedy role in his next film for the first time. Tamil directors, who have been trying to cash in on the success of Hindi movies, have been producing Tamil remakes of some of their hit films. The team was recently in Hyderbad for a song with actress Sundeep Kishan, who is also a producer. The shoot was almost completed in 15 days, and the song has been composed by Thaman. The film is being produced by Ayyappa Production LLP and features Venkatesh, who is playing the lead role. Venkatesh has been working with Ali on several projects. The makers of Jersey, that just won two National Awards for Best Telugu Film and Best Editing, knew the film deserved the awards but the admiration coming, Producer Naga Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments talks about the journey of the film, how they got this far, and more about the award:

The makers of Jersey, that just won two National Awards for Best Telugu Film and Best Editing, knew the film deserved the awards but the admiration coming, Producer Naga Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments talks about the journey of the film, how they got this far, and more about the award:

Aditi Rao Hydari: An actor’s rejection is so personal

The makers of Jersey, that just won two National Awards for Best Telugu Film and Best Editing, knew the film deserved the awards but the admiration coming, Producer Naga Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments talks about the journey of the film, how they got this far, and more about the award:

Tollywood

NATIONAL AWARD FOR JERSEY A BIG SURPRISE: PRODUCER NAGA VAMSII

The makers of Jersey, that just won two National Awards for Best Telugu Film and Best Editing, knew the film deserved the awards but the admiration coming, Producer Naga Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments talks about the journey of the film, how they got this far, and more about the award:

Shahid Kapoor thanks Nani for extra pressure

The makers of Jersey, that just won two National Awards for Best Telugu Film and Best Editing, knew the film deserved the awards but the admiration coming, Producer Naga Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments talks about the journey of the film, how they got this far, and more about the award:

VP all praise for Sreekaram

The makers of Jersey, that just won two National Awards for Best Telugu Film and Best Editing, knew the film deserved the awards but the admiration coming, Producer Naga Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments talks about the journey of the film, how they got this far, and more about the award:

Kashmir hosts Ali for his next

The makers of Jersey, that just won two National Awards for Best Telugu Film and Best Editing, knew the film deserved the awards but the admiration coming, Producer Naga Vamsi of Sithara Entertainments talks about the journey of the film, how they got this far, and more about the award:
DREAM DEBUTS

Krunal Pandya breaks down remembering late father

Shafali regains top spot in T20 rankings

Sharjeel dismisses fitness concerns ahead of SA tour

Shafali, Gayakwad avoid T20 sweep

Latham wins ODI series for NZ

Krunals scores fastest fifty by debutant while Prasidh takes four in maiden game to script India's 66 run win in 1st ODI

Shreyas dislocates left shoulder while fielding

Put into bat after seeing his side come 272 at Hagley Oval.

Prasidh Krishna celebrates wicket with his team-mates after dismissing Jesse Figgins for 51 by bowling him out with a yorker.

Put into bat after seeing his side come 272 at Hagley Oval.
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